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In Midrealm, a Lost Alliance Must Be Reforged An epic serialized fantasy for all ages What if you spent half
of your life in another world, battling for your life and the survival of our universe? And what if, during the
other half of your life, you still had to go to high school? For the Realm Keepers, that IS life. During the day,
they're your average high school kids. They ditch class, make fun of their teachers and crush on classmates.
But at night, they're wizards in another world. A world full of danger, mystery and darkness—a darkness that
threatens to engulf not only Midrealm, but Earth as well. In Episode Thirteen, Blade and the others are
drawing ever closer to Wyrmspire — but their secret journey has been discovered. Chaos has been alerted to
their presence, and they're on the run. Every step takes them closer and closer to the dragons, their only
possible salvation, but also further and further into danger and darkness that may kill them before they get
there... This is the twelfth episode of Realm Keepers. Each volume consists of six regular episodes, and a
Finale that is three times the length (and price) of a single episode, told from the perspective of all six kids.
"An excellent beginning to this fantasy adventure.
I look forward to reading more of this series." — Ray Alan Nicholson, book reviewer, on Midrealm "Well
written, interesting characters, promising premise." — Eric Guindon, The Siege Perilous Podcast "It's clear the
writers put a lot of effort into developing each personality early on. The story line is still gripping. It moves,

but it doesn't move so fast that you feel it's unrealistic...Need to say, I'm a fan. On to the next one." —
Heather, Reviewer Your adventure in Midrealm is waiting for you. Scroll up and add it to your cart NOW!

